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CONTROLLED UNCLASSIFIED INFORMATION
PRIVACY SENSITIVE
This tool is intended to help you measure and assess demonstration of the MyNavy Coaching identified competencies. 
The three core coach-like skills emphasized include: Active Listening, Empathy, and Asking Powerful Questions.  
Each skill is listed below with a brief definition, followed by some observable behavioral indicators for each skill area. 
The subsequent boxes can be checked to indicate how often you experienced your coach behaving this way in the coaching session. 
To score the coach, you want to provide him or her feedback on how often you felt he or she engaged in each skill.
Greater than 75% (Consistently) 
Greater than 50% but Less than 75% of the time (Often)
Less than 50% of the time (Inconsistently) 
The scores will allow for your peer coach to continue to grow and improve in each identified competency on their coach-like journey.  
Active Listening 
Focusing completely on what the coaching partner is saying and is not saying, understanding the meaning of what is said in the context of your Coaching Partner’s desires, and supporting your coaching partner’s self-expression. 
Asks questions about the situation, inquires about behaviors and perceptions, and is quiet when time is needed to think. 
Behavioral Indicators: 
1. Builds trust and establishes rapport
2. Asks specific questions to seek clarification
3. Uses nonverbal cues (e.g., nodding, eye contact) to indicate understanding
4. Provides brief verbal affirmation (e.g., I understand, thank you)
Empathy 
Genuinely cares about people, is concerned with their well-being and pains, is available and ready to help, and demonstrates real empathy 
with the joys and pains of others.
Values and respects coaching partner, expresses support for their goals, and encourages them to holistically grow and develop.  
Behavioral Indicators:  
1. Understands emotional components behind complex situations
2. Puts oneself in others' shoes
3. Respectful and considerate of others' points of view
4. Touched or concerned for another person's situation
Asking Powerful Questions 
Asking questions that reveal the information needed for maximum benefit to the coaching partnership and coaching partner.
Asks questions to understand person’s way of thinking/assumptions and expand on current perceptions, avoids leading questions. 
Behavioral Indicators: 
1. Questions include paraphrasing to show understanding of coaching partner’s perspective
2. Questions have a positive intent and are meant to help the coaching partner
3. Asks open-ended questions with no hidden agenda to evoke discovery in coaching partner
4. Questions challenge current assumptions
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